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The 3D-rone App 



TEST SET UP

EIGHT MAIN PARTS 

1. Greeting and introduction of the three experimenters

2. Asking the permission to record the session

3. Reading and signing the consent form 

4. Brief explanation of the test instructions

5. Completing an online demographic survey

6. App demonstration using a test scenario and a tutorial video

7. Task performance questions in a think-aloud semi-structured interview 

8. Final online survey and debriefing

9. Thanking the participants

The study used a mixed methods (closed and opened ended questions and it was conducted on zoom in 7

sessions in which each took less than 45minutes.



Collected Demographic Data

Demographic survey: 7 total participants;  Age: between 18 and 20 years; Field of 

study: 6 undergraduate students in computer engineering.  



Test Scenario

You have just been hired by a construction company that uses drones to inspect
large buildings. Your supervisor gives you 3D plans of the building you are about to
inspect and inside the building each area of interest is marked in red. Your
assignment is to inspect each marked area. You are also given the company’s
Drone to use in the inspection task. You just graduated from school and have used
drones a few times to take videos, but you have never used a drone for building
inspection. You reached out to a coworker for help and the coworker shared the
3D-rone App with you and recommended using the 3D-rone App before going on
the field to do the task the supervisor assigned to you. What would you do in this
situation?”



 Help Tab: Tutorial Video 

“easy but it has

a lot of features

to remember

after watching

the video”



Semi-structured Interview questions
II. Task performance (closed) questions (semi-structured interview)

Q1: “How many drone pilots are present in the data shown to you?”

Q2: “How many flights per pilot are shown in the visualization?

Q3: “How many inspection points are in the App?”

Q4: “Considering the flight route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2 from the first inspected target to the last one, does pilot 4 have a preference

for target exploration direction (i.e., clockwise, counterclockwise)?”

Q5: “Does the drone camera for Pilot 4 face every target at some point in the flight 2 path?”

Q6: “Did Pilot 4 in flight 2 use the same speed when inspecting every inspection target?

Q7: “After visualizing the flight route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2, in your opinion which building inspection targets were the most difficult to

observe and why?”

Q8: “After visualizing the flight route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2, in your opinion which building inspection targets were the easiest to

observe and why?”

Q9: “Which building inspection target was the last inspected by pilot 4 in flight 2?”

Q10: “Which drone pilot performed the building inspection task the fastest?”

Open ended questions

Q1: “Overall, was it easy or difficult to understand how to perform the tasks during this study? Please elaborate your answer.”

Q2: “What task did you enjoy the most during this study”?

Q3: “What task did you find frustrating during this study”?

Q4: “Do you think this App is a useful tool for novice pilots who want to learn critical operational steps for indoor building inspection from

Expert drone pilots? Please elaborate your answer.”



Semi-structured Interview questions

These (TP) questions were asked in a think-aloud

semi-structured interview

The aim of this data collection was to measure users

perception of the 3D-rone App usability, approach,

usefulness and difficulties through a mix of closed

questions (10 questions) and open ended questions

(4 questions). Total participants: 7

• Three experimenters participated in each session
and rated users and all experimenters had access
to the session recording after the session.

• Each closed question was rated with solved without a
problem, solved with minor problem, solved with
serious problem, solved with critical problem, or not
solved at all followed by a comment and observation
on a shared spreadsheet.

• The test administrator analyzed each rating from each
experimenter, analyzed their comments and what is
recorded in the session and decided the final point
obtained from each question as shown in the table
above.

• Most experimenters had the same agreements, and
where there was a disagreement the majority was
considered.



Usability findings

1. Usability testing questions:

Q1 : “How many drone pilots are
present in the data shown to you?”
Answer = 4

Q2: “How many flights per pilot are
shown in the visualization? Answer = 2

Q3: “How many inspection points are
in the App?” Answer = 10

Q9: “Which building inspection target
was the last inspected by pilot 4 in
flight 2? Answer = B

Most users expected the number of 
targets to be written somewhere. 

Some users did not unclutter the view 
and found less targets at first took long 

to find the right number.

 Inspection targets



Approach findings

2. Approach testing questions:

Q4: “Considering the flight route
taken by pilot 4 in flight 2 from the
first inspected target to the last one,
does pilot 4 have a preference for
target exploration direction (i.e.,
clockwise,
counterclockwise)?” Answer =
Clockwise

Q5: “Does the drone camera for
Pilot 4 face every target at some
point in the flight 2 path?” Answer =
Yes

Q6: “Did Pilot 4 in flight 2 use the
same speed when inspecting every
inspection target? Answer = No

Q10: “Which drone pilot performed
the building inspection task the
fastest?” Answer = Pilot4 in flight2

 Selecting flight 2 pilot 4 Common problems were users selected a wrong 

flight path or did not use the animation tool (which 

seemed like guessing although their answers were 

correct).



Difficulties findings

3. Difficulties testing questions:

Q7: “After visualizing the flight
route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2, in
your opinion which building
inspection targets were the most
difficult to observe and why?”
Answer = G, E, or C

Q8: “After visualizing the flight
route taken by pilot 4 in flight 2, in
your opinion which building
inspection targets were the
easiest to observe and why?”
Answer = A,B,D,or F

Final survey last question: “please
provide any final thought about
your experience using the 3D-rone
App”?

“There were some moments in which my 
pan and zoom controls were frozen and 
I couldn't do anything except rotate the 
camera. It was very brief, though. 
Overall, I had a great experience using 
this app.”

 Difficult to inspect targets



Semi-structured open ended interview questions

4. Usefulness open ended questions:

Open ended Q4: “Do you think this App is a
useful tool for novice pilots who want to learn
critical operational steps for indoor building
inspection from Expert drone pilots? Please
elaborate your answer.”

Final survey last question: “please provide any
final thought about your experience using the
3D-rone App”?

Feedback on App usefulness:
The following comments were used:

(1) “I loved the app and found that it showed in a
new perspective what drone flying can be used
for”

(2) “I was able to understand why a pilot would take
certain paths”

(3) “I really think that the app is incredible! I would
definitely use it in order to gain experience on how
to pilot a drone”

(4) “I feel like this App would be useful to teach
people, instead of having an actual drone and try
to see if things works”

(5) “Yes, it really allows novice pilots to visualize
what should be done and how, can save
drones from being wrecked, useful to be able
to swivel around and inspect every point”

(6) “I believe that it was a very user friendly app. After
playing around with it for a half hour or so I pretty
much know all I need to know”

Usefulness 
100% found the App useful.



Feedback from open ended questions

Open ended questions:

Open ended Q1: “Overall, was it easy
or difficult to understand how to
perform the tasks during this study?
Please elaborate your answer.”

Open ended Q2: “What task did you
enjoy the most during this study”?

Open ended Q3: “What task did you
find frustrating during this study”?

Final survey last question: “please
provide any final thought about your
experience using the 3D-rone App”?

 Viewer Tab Most users commented on the

‘tutorial video’ in the Help, and the

‘Viewer’ Tabs as helpful tools that

made them understand the tasks to

be performed.



Additional feedback

Open ended questions:

Open ended Q1: “Overall, was it
easy or difficult to understand
how to perform the tasks during
this study? Please elaborate your
answer.”

Open ended Q2: “What task did
you enjoy the most during this
study”?

Open ended Q3: “What task did
you find frustrating during this
study”?

Final survey last question:
“please provide any final
thought about your experience
using the 3D-rone App”?

Additional comments:

• Most users find the questions asking approaches
(e.g: questions about the speed and where the
drone came were facing) the most frustrating,
because these questions required much time
having to go along reviewing the flight path at
every target.

• Some users mentioned that the usability
question about counting all the inspection
points was frustrating. Adding that it would be
nice if it was listed somewhere.

• Other users mentioned the need to define some
technical drone terminologies such as ‘flight
path, drone pilots, difficult tasks.

• Overall, it takes time for the scenes to load in
the Analyze Tab.



Additional Feedback

Usability TP findings

Average time (1 minute per question)

Q1. Most users had it wrong for at
least the first 100 seconds then got
it correctly after opening the path
toggler).

Q2. Some users did not unclutter
the view and found less targets at
first took long to find the right
number.

Q3. Most users expected that
information to be written
somewhere.

Q9. Easy to solve by everyone
except that some users selected a
different flight path.

Approach TP Findings:

average time (1min 40sec per question)

Q4 : Some users failed to select the
correct flight and others just seemed
confused and guessed the answer.

Q5: Common problems were user
selected a wrong flight path or did not
use the animation tool (which seemed
like guessing although their answers were
correct).

Q6: This question took the longest on
average 3 mins to complete. Some users
answered with ‘yes’ immediately, then
played the animation and changed their
answers to ‘no’ which is the correct
answer).

Q10. Majority of users got it correctly and
quickly ( average less than 5 seconds)
except some who took a little longer to
read the information in the path toggle.

Difficulties TP findings:

Average time (1 minute per question) 

Q7. Some users got confused by what we mean by 
‘difficulty’, then used personal interpretation of the 
target location to identify which target is hard to 
inspect without referring to how the pilot inspected 
them changing the speed and time.

Q8. Most users answered this questions at the same
time with the previous question, Q7. Q8 was the
fastest answered.

Final survey last question. The following comments
were used:

(1) “This was a great usability test and I think it was
both easy and fun to use the app.”

(2) “easy but it has a lot of features to remember after
watching the video”

(3) “There were some moments in which my pan and
zoom controls were frozen and I couldn't do anything
except rotate the camera. It was very brief, though.
Overall, I had a great experience using this app.



Findings summary
 Task performance results

All questions were solved 100% by all 7
participants, some with minor or critical problems.

There were no bug or major challenges, and most
received comments from App users were
positive.

• Usability = 75% solved the questions without a 
problem.

• Approach = 50% solved without a problem 
and 50% solved with minor problems.

• Difficulties = 0% solved without a problem, 
100% solved with minor problems

• Usefulness = 100% solved without a problem

 System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brook 1996)

• Mean = 81.42

• SD = 9.77

• Min = 67.5 

• Max = 100

• Excellent = Grade A >80.3 Excellent = 2 users

• Good = Grade B >68 - 80.3 Good = 4 users

• Okay = Grade C = 68 Okay = 0 user

• Awful = Grade D >51 - 68 Awful = 1user

• Poor = Grade E < 51 Poor = 0 user



Thank you

QUESTIONS?


